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Abstract. We propose a recommender system to detect personalized
video summaries, that make visual content interesting for the subjective
criteria of the user. In order to provide accurate video summarization,
the video segmentation provided by the users and the features of the
video segments’ duration are combined using a Synthetic Coordinate
based Recommendation system.
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1 Introduction

Video summarization is an application of recommender systems [9,13] that gen-
erally aims at providing users with targeted information about items that might
interest them. Recommender systems are also used to provide users with sugges-
tions for various entities such as e-shop items, web pages, news, articles, movies,
music, hotels, television shows, books, restaurants, friends, etc.

In this work, we study the problem of personalized video summarization
without an priori knowledge of the video categories. According to our knowl-
edge, this is the first work that solves the personalized video summarization
based exclusively on user preferences for a given dataset of videos. In order to
solve this problem, we propose a video segmentation method that yields global
video segments. The main contribution of this work is the proposed video seg-
mentation method and the efficient combination of the video segments’ duration
attribute with the Synthetic Coordinate based Recommendation system (SCoR)
[12] without the use complex audiovisual features.

2 Related Work

The problem of content recommendation can be described as follows. Given
a set U of users, a set I of items and a set R of user ratings for items, we
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need to predict ratings for user-item pairs which are not in R. One of the main
recommender system techniques is similarity-based Collaborative Filtering [1].
Such algorithms are based on a similarity function which takes into account
user preferences and outputs a similarity degree between pairs of users. Another
important approach in recommender systems is Dimensionality Reduction. Each
user or item in the system is represented by a vector. A user’s vector is the set
of his ratings for all items in the system (even those that have not been rated by
the specific user). The Matrix Factorization method [5] that characterizes both
items and users by vectors of latent factors inferred from item rating patterns, is
also a Dimensionality Reduction technique. High correlation between item and
user factors leads to a recommendation.

In [12], the SCoR recommender system has been proposed that assigns syn-
thetic coordinates to users and items (nodes). SCoR assigns synthetic coordi-
nates (vectors) to users and items as proposed in [2], but instead of using the
dot product, SCoR uses the Euclidean distance between a user and an item in
the Euclidean space, so that, when the system converges, the distance between
a user-item pair provides an accurate prediction of that user’s preference for
the item. SCoR has been also successfully applied to the distributed community
detection problem [11] and to the interactive image segmentation problem [10].

A video summary usually includes the most important scenes and events from
a video, with the shortest possible description. Many traditional video summa-
rization approaches, which are not personalized, [8,16] find a global optimal
representation of a given video taking into account only its audiovisual features.
As the given, video synopsis datasets and annotations increase, the computer
vision community realized that the problem of video summarization can be also
defined and solved separately for each user taking into account his preferences.
Thus, the research on personalized video summarization is gaining increased
attention recently [19].

There exist supervised methods based on complex audiovisual features that
can become personalized by training on annotations coming from a single user
[18]. Other personalized methods use text queries [17]. They suffer, however,
from the cold start problem, not being able to provide recommendations for
users that are not in the training set. In addition, only a small number of exam-
ples per user are often available. This limits the class of possible methods to
simple models that can be trained from a handful of examples [6]. More recent
methods use a ranking formulation, where the goal is to score interesting video
segments higher than non-interesting ones [4,6,14,19] while combining audiovi-
sual representation and user preferences. In [19], a novel pairwise deep ranking
model is proposed that employs deep learning in order to learn the relationship
between highlighted and non-highlighted video segments. A two-stream network
structure is developed by representing video segments from complementary infor-
mation on the appearance of video frames and temporal dynamics across frames
for video highlight detection. Rather than training one model per user, the model
proposed in [6] is personalized via its inputs, which allows to effectively adapt its
predictions, given only a few user-specific examples. To train this model, a large-
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Fig. 1. The schema of the proposed system architecture.

scale dataset of users and GIFs is created, providing an accurate indication of
their interests. In this work, we use the same dataset and a ranking formulation.

3 Personalized Video Summarization

In this Section, the proposed personalized video summarization method is
described. Figure 1 depicts the two stages of the proposed framework. In the
first stage, each video is segmented into non overlapping segments according to
the preferences of the users. In the second stage, the personalized rankings of
the video segments are provided.

3.1 Video Segmentation

The goal of video segmentation is to provide the candidate video segments that
are included in the video summarization, significantly reducing the problem
search space from the set of frames to the set of video segments. The sim-
plest video segmentation is to use fixed segments (e.g. of 5 s duration) [6]. Sev-
eral audiovisual based video summarization methods use shot detection [3] or
other more complex temporal segmentation approaches [7,19] to provide accu-
rate (non-overlapping) video segmentation. In this work, since the audiovisual
data are not taken into account, we take advantage of the user preferences in
the training set to derive the video segmentation.

Let Fv be the union of segment borders (frames) in ascending order, that
the users provide in the training set according to the proposed video highlights
of video v. As the number of users increases, the frames of Fv correspond to an
over-segmentation of the given video v. So, in this work we simplify set Fv, so
that there is a minimum duration for each video segment, e.g. at least 1 s. To
do so, we repetitively remove the frame f from Fv according to Eq. 1, until the
minimum segment length is at least 1 s.

f = arg min
i∈{1,2,...,|Fv(i)|}

min(δv(i), δv(i + 1)) +
1
|v| · max(δv(i), δv(i + 1)) (1)

where δv(i) = |Fv(i) − Fv(i − 1)| corresponds to the duration of video segment
[Fv(i), Fv(i − 1)] and |v| is the video length. This equation selects the frame
that corresponds to the shortest segment. In order to decide which of the two
border frames of a segment should be eliminated, we also take into account the
size of the longest neighbor segment (max(δv(i), δv(i + 1))), so that the frame
in between the two shorter in duration video segments is selected.
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Fig. 2. (a) An example of the ranking function D(xi). (b) An example of SCORu(i)
(left) and FRu(i) (right) recommendations on a given video.

3.2 Video Segments Duration

Generally, it holds that the users select short video segments to be included in the
proposed video synopsis (e.g. less than 20 s). In this work, we apply a statistical
analysis approach with personalized components taking into account the average
segment duration of a user (du), of a video (dv), for dataset (d) and the standard
deviation of the video segment duration in dataset (σ). So, for a user u and an
unseen (for that user) video v, the ranking function D(xi) (see Fig. 2(a)) is
computed, where xi denotes the duration of segment [Fv(i), Fv(i − 1)].

D(xi) = (1 − λ) · (1 − CDFμ,σ(xi)) + λ (2)

where CDFμ,σ is the Cumulative Gamma distribution function with mean value
μ = du+dv+d

3 + 3 · σ and standard deviation σ. The popular two-parameter
Gamma distribution is selected, since it is defined only for positive values, such
as the duration attribute. The positive parameter λ (e.g. λ = 0.05) and the
addition of 3 · σ is used to relax the effect of the duration attribute to the whole
ranking process, since it is a complementary feature in the final decision process.

3.3 Ranking Video Segments

In the final stage of the proposed method, the video segments are ranked by
combining the segment duration based on the ranked function D(xi) and the
ranking of video segments provided by the SCoR system.

Similarly to [12], in order to train SCoR, we get all video segments (see
Sect. 3.1) of each video v that have been summarized by user u. Let [Fv(i),
Fv(i − 1)] be the video segment i of video v, then the recommendation Ru(i) of
user u for this segment, that is used to train the SCoR, is given by the percentage
of the video segment frames [Fv(i), Fv(i − 1)] that belong to the video summary
that user u provides. This means that Ru(i) ∈ [0, 1].

SCoR [12] assigns synthetic coordinates to users and items (video segments),
so that the distance between a user and a video segment provides an accurate
prediction of the user preference for that video segment. The lowest ranking value
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(recommendation) is assigned a distance of 1, whereas the highest ranking value
is assigned a distance of 0. When the system converges, users and video segments
have been placed in the same multi-dimensional Euclidean space. Let p(u) and
p(i), be the position of user u and video segment i in this space. Then, for a
pair of user u and video segment i, SCoR is able to provide a recommendation
SCORu(i) = max(0, 1 − ||p(u) − p(i)||2). The final personalized recommenda-
tion FRu(i) ∈ [0, 1] is given by the product of SCoR and the duration based
recommendations:

FRu(i) =
SCORu(i) · D(xi)

maxjSCORu(j) · D(xj)
(3)

The denomination of Eq. 3, normalizes the final recommendation FRu(i) so that
its maximum value is one. Figure 2(b) depicts an example of SCORu(i) (left)
and FRu(i) (right) recommendation for a given video.

4 Experimental Results

In our experimental results, we included the proposed method (SCOR−D) and
two methods from the literature (PHD − CA + SV M − D [6] and V ideo2GIF
[4]) and the following three variants of the proposed method:

– SCOR: The variant of the proposed method that only uses the SCoR system.
– SCOR − FIX: The variant of the proposed method that combines SCoR

with fixed length (5 s, as proposed in [6]) video segmentation.
– RANDOM : Random summaries based on the proposed video segmentation.

To obtain personalized video highlight data, we have used the large scale
dataset proposed in [6], that contains 13,822 users and 222,015 annotations
on 119,938 YouTube videos. Due to the fact that our method is only based
on user preferences, we keep users and videos with at least five annotations in
order to be able to provide recommendations (cold start problem). The resulting
dataset consists of 1822 users and 6347 annotations on 381 videos with 129,890
candidate video segments under the proposed video segmentation with variable
segment lengths, and 199,462 video segments with fixed, 5 s, segment length.
The dataset was randomly separated into training and test sets, as proposed in
[6]. In the test set, we included annotations from 191 users concerning their last
(191) annotated videos (50% of the given videos).

To evaluate the performance of the video summarization methods, we report
the mean Average Precision (mAP ) [14] and the Normalized Meaningful Sum-
mary Duration (NMSD) [6]. NMSD rates how much of the video has to be
watched before the majority of the ground truth selection is shown, given that
the frames in the video are re-arranged in descending order of their predicted
recommendation scores. In addition, we report the F1 score that is computed by
comparing the ground truth selection with the video summary of the same length
(recall = precision) that is created by adding frames in descending order of their
predicted recommendation scores. Thus, the F1 score measures the percentage
of the video summary that belongs to the ground truth selection.
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Table 1. Comparison with the state-of-the-art comparison

Criteria PHD-CA + SVM-D Video2GIF SCOR-D SCOR SCOR-FIX RANDOM

mAP 16.68 15.86 21.65 15.71 10.22 9.67

nMSD 40.26 42.06 28.82 42.48 44.52 55.96

F1 score – – 18.32 9.51 5.72 4.69

Table 1 presents the average mAP , nMSD and F1 score. It holds that the
proposed method SCOR − D clearly outperforms all the remaining methods
under any evaluation metric. The importance of the duration attribute and the
proposed variable length video segmentation is verified by comparing the results
of the proposed method against SCOR and SCOR − FIX, respectively. The
F1 score of the proposed method is 9% and 13% higher than the F1 score
of SCOR and SCOR − FIX, respectively. SCOR is the second method in
performance, while SCOR−FIX is the third one, under any evaluation metric.
Finally, it should be noted that the performances of PHD − CA + SV M − D
and V ideo2GIF have been obtained in the whole dataset of [6], so they are not
directly comparable with the other methods.

5 Conclusions

In this work, we presented a methodology to detect personalized video high-
lights without taking into account audiovisual features. The proposed method
efficiently uses known user preferences to derive a video segmentation and it com-
bines the segment duration attribute with the SCoR recommender system [12],
yielding accurate personalized video summarization. According to our experi-
mental results, the proposed system outperforms other variants and methods
from literature. The proposed methodology can be extended to include rich
audiovisual features [15], in order to be able to provide personalized user sum-
maries even for unseen videos.
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